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Qualms, choices
of faculty groups
go unheeded
as SST formed
Science faculty disapproval, voiced on

at least two occasions, failed to halt or even

slow the recently finished consolidation of
the science departments and the school of
engineering into a School of Science and
Technology.
THE S.U. Board of Trustees first approved the consolidation in early January.
On Jan. 22, a resolution signedby the chairmen of the biology, chemistry, math and
physics departments noted "The Science
Committee objects to the consolidation of
the natural science and math departments
with engineering as a separate school."
According to Dr. Lewis Aldrich,biology
chairman, the resolution was forwarded to
the Very Rev. Louis Gaffney, S.J., acting
University president, Fr. Francis Wood,
S.J., University trustee, and Dr. William
Guppy, academic vice president.
On Jan. 14, Dr. Guppy named a six-

member science faculty committee charged
with recommending three candidates, in order of preference, for the post of common
administrator for the proposed science-engineering combination. The Board of Trustees was to have final choice from the recommended candidates.
THE SEARCH COMMITTEE did not
view the new school consolidation as a good
idea and suggested that the science departments be grouped separately from engineering, according to a search committee member.
The committee recommended, in order
of preference, Dr. Bernard Steckler, chemistry; Dr. Gary Zimmerman, chemistry, and
Dr. David Schroeder, engineering dean, as
common administrator of the science-engineering combination.
IN THEIR FINAL remarks, according
to the committee member, they also included a list of possible chiefs for a separate
science department grouping.
The selection of Dr. David Schroeder as
dean of the new School of Science and Technology, combining the sciences and the former school of engineering, was announced
to faculty Feb. 5 and made public Feb. 8.
Dr. Guppy yesterday did not recall receiving either of the faculty resolutions and
did not see them inhis files.
HE CHECKED the search committee's
recommendations and said they didn't advocate one structure over another and mentioned nothing about excluding engineering
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from the new combination.
Science department chairmen, designated "program directors" under the new
school, include Dr. Aldrich; Dr. Vincent
Podbielancik, chemistry; Dr. John Toutonghi, physics, and Dr. Andre Yandl, math.
They feel now that they can work witFfin the new structure.
"RIGHT NOW, it's got to be workable,"
is how Dr. Toutonghi sees the school. He
agreed that for this year at least, only the
chairman's title, not his duties, has changed.
He sees the title change as budget
oriented, possibly with an eye toward giving
the dean more budget responsibility.
Dr. Yandl noted that in two recent
meetings with Dean Schroeder, he has been
assured that the math department will proceed as in the past. His duties will remain
the same despite the title change.
"I'm not basically against the change,"
was how Dr. Yandl summed up his present
outlook.
Dr. Podbielancik termed the new school
"a good move, which with hard work and
cooperation, can be made to work."
In regard to the flurry of resolutions
advising against the merger, Toutonghi said,
"I think the administration was hoping its
ideas and those of the search committee
would coincide they didn't."
"It's a legitimate attempt to try and
help the University out of its financial difficulties," he concluded. "We'll have to try
and do the best we can."

—

Boyle new president;
recount reveals upset

Matt Boyle is the new ASSU
president for 1971-72. He defeated Rich Cook in last Thursday's election by garnering 548
votes to Cook's 225.
In a recount of the ballots for
treasurer on Tuesday, Pat Lupo
was declared the winner over
Rusty Surridge. Surridge had
been named the winning candidate on election night.
A RECOUNT of all the other
ballots was undertaken by ASSU
first vice president John McLean yesterday resulting in no
other changes in the winners
clubs and organizations, and in- announced last Thursday.
vitations are also extended to
The final results gave the nod
interested club officers, faculty, to Lindsey Draperover Bob Wiladministration, and staff. Let- son 591 to 271 votes, for first
ters will be distributed to these vice president. Frank McHugh
organizations within the next bested Steve Pascoe, 530 to 259.
week.
for second vice president. In
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Publicity directors invited
to first campus seminar

better prepare their newspaper
publicity programs, representatives of the campus's other major information outlets will also
your timing is right.
Campus publicity directors of explain how to best work
organizations from the Presi- through their offices.
These outlets include the Uniden's office to the Lacrosse
Club are invited to find out how versity's ofice of public inforit's done at th c first annual mation, the Aegis (yearbook),
Spectator-sponsored Campus and the ASSU publicity director.
Press Seminar Friday, Feb. 26
A SLIDE SHOW detailing the
from 2 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. in the making of The Spectator from
Spectator news room, third floor the reporter'spad to the printing
presses will be featured, and
McCusker.
THE SEMINAR'S information- press kits will be distributed.
Spectator staff members will
al/educational program will attempt to acquaint publicity di- discuss how to prepare news
rectors and news sources with releases, who to contact, how to
the workings of the newspaper, arrange for pictures, and how
as well as instruct them in how and when to use advertising efto best take advantage of The fectively. A question and answSpectator's facilities.
er period will follow.
Although the seminar is deThe program is open to pubsigned principally to help clubs licity directors of all campus
It's easier than you think to
get a story into The Spectator,
and perhaps even a picture if

Student caravan to support
state tuition supplements

Last week, 80 students journeyed to the state capital to register support for a bill which
would allow state aid to private
colleges.
This week they are being asked to support a bill which may
do something to ease the financial burdens of private school
students themselves.
Another bus caravan, similar
to last week's, is being organized for a hearing at 8 p.m. next
Wednesday on Senate Bill 419, a
measure which would allow direct state tuition supplements to
resident students attending the
state's ten private colleges.
The Washington Council on
Higher Education, one of the
supporters of the bill, has re-

the race for secretary Pierina
Di lorio won out over Frances
Irwin, 430 votes to 367.
The recount gave the treasurer's post to Pat Lupo by a 20
vote margin over Rusty Surridge, 424 to 404. Serving as publicity director will be Emile Wilson who polled 466 votes to
Bryce McWalter's 389.
In senate races for seat no. 5
Tim Flynn garnered 510 votes to
write-in candidate Tony Grabicki's 126. Felix Ortega defeated John Cummins for seat
no. 6, 488 votes to 294. Tim Curran won out over Barbara Hartman for position no. 7, 450 votes
to 252 and Barbara Caldirola
defeated John Barutt, 234 votes
to 140, for senate no. 8.
A total of 907 votes were cast
in the final election.

Experimental 'Torn Paine to open
in Teatro Inigo production tonight
"TomPaine" will open for the
first time in Seattle at the
Teatro Inigo tonight at 8:30 p.m.
The play by Paul Foster
is a contemporary, experimental piece of theater and boasts a
cast of 14 who play 62 different
roles. It is the most difficult
play the Teatro group has done
because it is so different, commented William Dore, director.

THE BISHOP,
playedby
Robert Sturgill,
prepares to read
TomPaine
the "biblical riot
act" in the
Teatro Inigo

THREE LEVELS of performproduction
ance contribute to the uniquecommended that the supple- ness of "Tom Paine." The level
openingtonight.
ments be in the form of direct of the text which is tightly set
He is one of 62
grants of $100 to $300 per stu- down by the author will be percharacters playdent per year.
ed by 14 actors
formed exactly as written. The
Bill Crone, a student member second level calls for improvisin the
of the S. U. Statistical Task ation followed by an open disexperimental
Force, says petitions supporting cussion with the audience.
play.
S.B. 419 will be circulated durActors are dressed in black
ing 10 a.m. classes Monday,
along with information pamph- leotards, characters being distinguished only by hats, belts
lets.
Crone urges concerned stu- and other small articles.
dents to write legislators in
Foster's purpose for the play
Olympia. Two influential mem- is to show the liberal non-conbers he suggests are Rep. Mar- formist spirit in agony. He finds
jorie Lynch (R-Yakima), chair- this spirit in Tom Paine. Foster
THE PLAYERS for "Tom
woman of the House Committee has added fictional decoration
on Higher Education, and Sen. to his biography of Tom Paine Paine" are Dalwyn Dean, ColGordon Sandison, (D-Port An- as a revolutionary, liberal and leen Egger, William Howard,
geles), chairman of a similar libertine, still including the vis- Rosanne Jurich, Chris Notske,
Kevin O'Hara and John Selig.
ion of the man.
committee in the senate.

—photo by carol Johnson

Others are Leslie Kay Sommerville, Leslie Staehli, Robert
Sturgill, Sue Sullivan, Art Bundey, Dustin Wain and Larry
Woolworth.

In Review:

pieces'
A vain search for 'five easy
—

Editorials exclusively represent the opinions of The
Spectator. Views expressedin columns' are the opinions
of the columnist and do not necessarily represent the
opinions of The Spectator.

editorials
unilateral action

.. .

The Board of Trustees' action in setting up the new
School of Science and Technology and appointing Dr. David
Schroeder as dean may very well be, as one science faculty
member termed it, "A legitimate attempt to help the University out of its financial difficulties."

by KathyMcCarthy
Robert Eroica Dupea is a
classical pianist working an oil
rig in Texas.
A MAN in search of love, he
regularly humiliates his loving,
not-too-bright Texas girlfriend,
Rayette. Endowed with a cutting
sarcasm, he stands awkward
and tongue-tied before his whitehaired, stroke-dumbed father.
Jack Nickolson, of "Easy
Rider" fame, plays Dupea in
"Five Easy Pieces," now playing at United Artists Cinema
150. In an understated, masterful characterization, Dupea
emerges as a man to like but
not admire, to understand but
not forgive.
Directed by Bob Rafaelson,
the movie was rated best picture
of the year by the New York
Film Critics. Newcomer Karen
Black, as Rayette, wonbest supporting actress honors.

self in twanging countrywestern love songs, has a problem with her bowling game but
follows Dupea across half a continent to take care of him.
The photographic contrast of
Texas and Dupea's Washington
home conveys a whole change
of mood— harsh, flat, sun-draped
oil country that gives way to
lush but eternally damp and
oppressive northwest.
The movie is favored with a
cast of flawlessly acted small
parts.

—DUPEA'S BEST friend on the
Texas oil rigs, a happy-go-lucky
beer drinker with a laugh to

bolt the doors against at night.
—The hard-faced environment
nut that Dupea and Rayette pick
up on their way to Washington.
So sickened by all the world's
"crap" that she can't bear to
talk about it for more than 24
hours at a time, she is wending
her way to Alaska, which imRAYETTE, a blond waitress presses her as being "very
whose poetic nature expires it- white."

THE CONSOLIDATION, however, brings up old questions of faculty and student participation that have lain
grumbling for 13 months.
One year ago, the Board of Trustees selected Fr. Kenneth Baker, S.J., as president of the University. The action
was taken without consultation with the faculty senate, the
student body or any of a host of groups which participate
in S.U. life.
The action of the Trustees touched off a storm of conold hat
troversy and hard feelings.
To
the
Editor:
Now, close on the heels of Fr. Gaffney's all-for-one and
Iknow this might be old hat,
one-for-all invitation to all members of the University com- but
Iwould like to ask some
munity to work together to save it from financial danger, legitimate questions about our
the Board of Trustees once again makes a seemingly uni- S.U.-U.W. basketball game (held
Jan. 2, 1971).
lateral move.
That contest was our home
so why did we have to
THE ISSUE of deans, departments and schools is un- game,
rely on the away band? Our
questionably an administrative one. If the administration S.U. band was not there; if we
felt that it should have sole jurisdiction in the area, it should don't have a band, then why
have made that feeling, though potentially unpopular, plain weren't arrangements made to
get a high school band? We had
to all.
enough time to make those arIf, on the other hand, there was a real willingness to rangements.
Why didn't the U.W. bandplay
work with faculty members in the structuring of any new
the national anthem; instead,
school, it should have been done in good faith.
we played a recording of the
The Academic Council was not consulted in this ques- Anthem that sounded terrible.
Why didn't our cheerleaders
tion;it is perturbed. The students, who have two seats on the
cheer?
If some cheerleaders
council, were not consulted; the student senate last week
absent (which was the
were
penned a resolution criticizing the bypassing of "proper case), then why weren't alteradvisory channels."
nates and substitutes called? Are
we that disorganized?
Why isn't the music departTHE CHAIRMEN of the science departments voiced
sponsoring a pep band; the
ment
move;
the consolidation went on. The present
their opposition to the
pep band leader has
search committee for the administrator voiced its doubts never directed a musical group
about the action; the administrator was named.
before. A job like that needs
experience doesn't it? Can't the
The question would seem to be, how long can an admin- music department give us some
istration voice one policy and follow another without raising experienced leadership?
some questions as to its credibility?
Why do we have to rely on
West Seattle High School to supply a pep band? That's somewhat degrading when a univernose in the tent
sity needs a high school to supprivate
ply
music. (At the U.W., musiLast week's legislative hearing on state aid to
away from pep
higher education drew a fairly large S.U. turnout, which in- cians are turned
of the competition
band
because
dicates a healthy and needed interest in the preservation of
and over-abundance of players.)
private education in this state.
Ifear that "the biggest game
of
the season" (against the
Still, it will take more than one hearing, and more than
U.W.) has soured our public
one group of concerned college students to convince Wash- image. Even though there was
ington's legislators that private education deserves state time to organize adequate pep
and music activities for that
financial support.
game, we failed to offer a presentable public image. With
THERE WILL BE MANY more hearings, and most of bands that don't play, yell-leadthem will be critical, especially those dealing with the bill ers that don't cheer, music deintroduced by state senator Gordon Sandison, which would partment that won't organize,
and students that are apathetic,
grant private institutions $100 per student in state aid.
what else can peoplethink of us?
Casey Nyman
There is another way in which the powerful student
lobby can make its opinions known, and that is through the
old standby a letter to your representative. The Very Rev.
Louis Gaffney, S.J., acting president, has urged a student
letter writing campaign to show the legislators the extent ToAsthea Editor:
graduate student and a
of the support for state aid to private colleges that is being newcomer to S.U., Ihave winced
generated on the campuses.
and groaned many times at the

Dup e a' s sister-haggard,
dumpy and frazzled before her
time— she cares for her father
and begins to cast appreciative
glances at the pea-brained,muscle-bound sailor who feeds the
old man and plays ping-pong on

command.

—SUSAN ANSPACH, as the
pianist Dupea's brother is tutoring, is a cool vision of beauty
and peace that Dupea desires.
She too ran away once, but can
see happiness in the home that
oppresses him. She refuses to
go with him— "a man who has
no respect or love for himself,
for his friends or his work."
A man running from things
that have turned sour, he is
putting distance between himself and a series of "auspicious
beginnings."
Nicholson's Dupea is "everyman" is search of the "easy
pieces"— the little snatches of
Chopin that require no concentration of work to master.

letters to editor

. ..

—

THE OPPORTUNITY is presenting itself for students,
even those who can't make it to Olympia, to help preserve
the dual system of education that we enjoy.
At last week's hearing, a Seattle housewife opposed to
state aid to private institutions warned that "once you let
the camel get his nose in the tent, you will never get him
out."
The camel's nose is in the tent, and we don't intend to
back out.
Write a letter today.
Thursday, February 18, 1971/The Spectator
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black perspective

journalistic ineptitude of your
publication.
Ihave fought down the urge
to write youmany times reminding myself that S.U.s undergraduates have the attitudes
and values of 1955 hi^h school
sophomores and should be given
the benefit of the doubt. But
even the editor of such a fourth
rate publication as The Spectator must have more taste than
the poetry of "Black Perspective" indicates. Better poetry is
to be found in "Dear Abby."

Iam given to understand that
this university is attempting to
promote black achievement, not
black illiteracy. At the risk of
the label "honkey," I humbly
request a more lettered editor
than Rolando Colona for "Black

Perspective."

Paul Disario

"thinking"

—

The Political Union sounds
it's
like it could be helpful

made up of MUN, Young Democrats and Republicans (one of
whom had a hand in last fall's
moratorium and then dropped
out of sight), and we mustn't
forget the New Conservatives.
These groups have sponsored
some sparsely attended but good
lecturers as their claim to fame.

To the Editor:
Igot to thinking about something the other day and the
more I thought, the more it
disturbed me.

THE HANDBOOK also lists
something called the Student Involvement League which sounds
promising, whatever it is.
Finally there's The Spectator.
Now
it's true The Spec has
THERE IS something missing given us
on Referenon this campus; it's not some- dum 20, editorials
the Princeton Plan
thing you can put your finger (time off for student campaignon but it's kind of like anything ing), Martin Luther King's
else, you don't miss it until you birthday, Hanford, and it has
need it. Let me try to get more run the race issue right up the
specific: it has something to do flag pole. But it too fails to prowith social awareness, not idle
awareness, but linked with ac- vide any kind of an orientation
point, that elusive something
tion, maybe "socio-political re- needed
move aware students
flex" would be a good term. to act. to
example:
For
MAYBE THE reason I'm a
Does the Washington State
Legislature know how SU stu- little harsh with the Spectator
dents feel about the 18-year old is that it is the most effective
vote, or the bill to legalizemari- means of communication for
juana; does the Nixon admin- students between adminisistration know what we think tration, faculty, fellow-students
about its move into Laos; or and the community.
how about the appropriation for
It is becoming more and more
the SST, or the closing of the the case that the student has to
N reactor at Hanford?
move off campus to find ways
to express himself. It seems to
WHY WASN'T the petition for me that SU is leavingitself wide
humane treatment of prisoners open for some kind of outside
of war, sent to Hanoi and signed organizer to provide that moby hundreds of thousands of tivating foree and I for one
Americans seen on this campus; would rather see it come from
does anyone care if the lettuce inside our own community.
served in the dorms is produced
IGUESS it would be foolish
by workers with a right to form
unions, or how about if SU be- idealism to expect any overcomes a small liberal arts col- night changes, but Isimply want
to point out that a student delege?
From the list of campus or- serves an organization to act
ganizations in the student hand- through on vital issues and so
book, Ilooked for an organiza- far, after a quarter and a half
tion where Imight find an answ- here, Ihaven't found it. If you
er. The ASSU seems too occu- are hiding somewhere, please
pied with SU problems
and come out where you can be
rightly so Iguess, ditto for the seen.
Yvonne Schirado
AWS (but bless their hearts for
Junior, Poli. Sci.
Women's Lib Week).

—

—

Tom Hujar is candidate
for state Y.D. office
Fourteen membersof the S.U.

Young Democrats club will attend the state convention in

Bremerton this weeknd.
Over 300 V.D.'s from 40 clubs
will attend the three-day event
which will elect state officers,
debate constitutional reforms
and discuss projects for the
coming year.
Tom Hujar, a junior political
science major, is running for the
office of first vice-president.

HUJAR was coordinator and
president of Everett Community
College V.D.'s before coming to
S.U He was also Vote 19 coordinator of Snohomish County
and worked on Initiative 43 and
other projects.
Last fall he traveled across
the state working for Democratic candidates.
His probable opponent is Walt
Bowen, a 29-year-old political
science major from Tacoma
Community College.

Hawaiians aware of heritage;
'aloha spirit'pervades culture

I.K. sweetheart and princesses

chosen ot annual Valentine Ball

by Don Nelson
In the Hawaiian culture there
is a legend about a sleeping
giant who is awakened by the
singing of a lovely Hawaiian
maiden.
Fantasy has become fact on
the S.U. campus, where a slumbering Hawaiian giant has been
aroused by a different kind of
stimulus. And the giant is, as
Richard Coleman, a freshman
from Honolulu put it, "wide

awake."

THE STIMULUS, a sharp and
bitterly resented one for many
of S.U.s "Hawaiians," came
last week in a Spectator article
concerning the movement of
Filipino awareness evident on
this campus. Fred Cordova, the
University's director of public
information and a Filipino community leader, suggested that
some Filipino Hawaiians were
not as aware of their racial heritage as they should be.
The Hawaiian students disagree, and in doing so they
point to two strong influences
in their personal backgrounds:
the Hawaiian Culture itself, and
its pervasive 'aloha spirit."
Aggie Pigao, a Filipino by
birth and a Hawaiian by upbringing, strongly denies that
she has ignored her racial heritage, and at the same time verifies the uncommon bond that
Hawaiians share.

— photo by bob kegel
VALENTINE'S DAY SMILES were in order
at the Intercollegiate Knight's Sweetheart
Ball Sunday night at the Sea-Tac Motor Inn,
as the royalty and their escorts can attest.
From left are Al Halverson escorting Vicky
Sessions, I.K. Sweetheart Sharon Michaels

and her escort, Kevin Madden, and Carolyn
Watchie escorted by Guy Kelly. Sharon will
act as the chapter Duchess at the I.K. national convention, scheduled for April 13-17
at Seattle's Edgewater Inn.

Whole person is involved
in 'search' for maturity
by Ann Standaert
In the early 1960's in San
Francisco a program originated
which was intended to go beyond the traditional retreat.
Known by various names, it
has come to Seattle as "A
Search for Christian Maturity."
Search, as it is comly called, is an experience
which tries to capture the whole
person in the spirit of a Christian community. The key words
in this "definition" are experience, whole person and community.
AS AN experience, it is practically indefinable. To know
what it is all about it, one
would have to be part of it.
The Search tries to involve
the whole person, the emotional

Kie

self as well as the rational, in
this religious experience but,

unlike the retreat, it stresses the

community spirit.
On an average Search, there
will usually be 30-35 searchers
but, as a part of the community
spirit, the Search will usuallyinvolve almost 300 people altogether. Besides the searchers,
there are also speakers, a team
of six leaders, a back-up crew
to do the dirty work of K.P.
duty, and a back-up back-up
crew, or people who have made
previous Searches, who will be
remembering the Searchers in
their prayers throughout the
weekend.
NOW IN ITS third year at
S.U., the Search is organizedby
students who have previously

(She's

beautiful. She's what you've been
looking for. And you'll take her to have and hold
'til death do tliee part.
Now that's responsibility. Which is what
we'd like to help prepareyou for.
Our life insurance program will provide a
solid financial foundation for your future wife
and kids. It's specially designed with students
in mind.
By investing while you're still in school it
will cost you less
and you'll have more
security by starting now.
Prepare for your DDnV/inCMT
old lady's future today. rOJVIIJtI\ I
Call ourcampus office.
DEL
by.
Or stop
1T
«.
1
Pigott
Bob
ME 2-2979

"WE'VE BEENaccused of being ignorant of our culture," she
said, "but Icontend that we are
aware of it, but we don't care to
make a big thing of it. Any person will take on the sociological
been involved with most of the aspects of the culture he grows
phases of the Search, working up in. We have adopted the
in close connection with the mores of the Hawaiian culture.
"What we know as Hawaii is
priests.
a conglomeration of races, and
26-28,
S.U.
students
On Feb.
we make no deliberate distincwill be participatingin a Search tions."
to be held at the Sacred Heart
Aggie the immediate past
Grade School near the Coliseum. ASSU, exec, secretary said that
Organized by Sue Kendall and there is some racial conflict
Mary Anne Meagher, the speak- among the adults on the islands,
ers will include Fr. Joe Ma- but that there is only minimal
guire, S.J., S.U. chaplain; Fr. racial predjudice among young
Gene Delmore, S.J., assistant Hawaiians. Her observations
chaplain; Dr. Martin Larrey, drew similar responses from
associate professor of history; many of the Hawaiian students.
"It is hard for us to underMr. Louis Jeannot, theology instructor; Joe Zavaglia, Dick stand what is meant by a minGuzzo, and Jim Sambrano. The ority," said Jolena Bumanglag.
team of leaders will be Zava- "We grew up where there were
glia, Guzzo, Nancy DeFuria, no minorities, and we have not
Jessie Ryan, and the two thought of ourselves as belonging to a minority group."
priests.

THERE IS still room for a
few men to participate, but
women students will have to
wait until next quarter's Search
which will probably be held in
late April.

...

'

is a wife in sheepS

HAWAII'S RACIAL melting

has combined with
the culture of the islands to produce the characteristic that
makes Hawaiians a cohesive
people: the aloha spirit.
The aloha spirit is an intangible but very real air of outgoing
pot nature

(and easygoing) friendship and
cooperation built on the pride
and good natures of the Hawaiians, and it spills over into
every aspect of their lives.
Al Lacro, a Filipino and president of the Hawaiian Club, noted that "there are no real fullbloodedHawaiians here at S.U."
but that the spirit is still very
strong.

"We are Hawaiians by heart,"
said Glenn Nojiri.
"Cultural Day was a good
example of this," he continued,
"as we had six or seven racial
groups working together
as
Hawaiians."
"This is a working example
of how races can cooperate."

—

JUNEE SMITH, who is herself
a Hawaiian although she is half
white, said that "we are trying
to work as a whole, for the good
of the entire school."
The contagious nature of the
aloha spirit is personified in
Jay Allers, a Hawaiian Club officer from Bellevue, Washington. He has assimilated a good
deal of the Hawaiian culture
through his association with
Hawaiian students.
"We on the mainland have to
realize that the culture of the
islands is very different from
our own," he said. "They retain their identity as a Filipino,
Chinese, or whatever, but they
identify themselves as Hawaiians because that is where they
grew up. They feel they can
possess a racial awareness and
still exhibit the Hawaiian

spirit."

"WE ENJOY A unique situa-

tion,"

TRANSPLANTED TO th c
she continued. "We are mainland, the Hawaiians con-

—

all something by blood
Fili- tinue to promote the aloha
pino, Japanese, Chinese, or spirit. This characteristic has
whatever
and we are also been interpreted by some S.U.
Americans, and it occurs to me students as a snobbishness or
form of reverse predjudice, but
but the Hawaiians maintain that
it just isn't so.
"We're not a clique," said
Richard Coleman.
"We are a close group because we have so much in com(Continued on page 8)
Spend an unforgettable

—

SEMESTER AT SEA

MUTUAL^mis^UFE

A chick

that there is no reason why
these characteristics should be
made separate.
"This combination is a—fortunwhy
ate and unique thing
should Isingle out one portionof
it and emphasize that. Why
can't Ibe all three?"
"We're not trying to minimize the minority identity
crisis," said Hiram Au, a Hawaiian of Chinese ancestry,
"but few of us have experienced
it. We identify as Hawaiians,
and it is very hard to change
your identity."
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Where Good Food is Still Reasonably Priced

— Includes Everything

Dinner from $1.10
Har m' Eggs are still $1.25

—

Andy's is open 6 a.m.-9 p.m.
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was submitted as a letter to the
editor and to Mr. Paul Chiles.)
by John Cummins
Iam writing you in response
to a letter written by Mr. Chiles
in the Feb. 11 issue of The Spectator attacking my just com-

-
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them on film yesterday on a
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photographer and a space
to fill on a page.
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posters were being torn down
or distorted, 1 must firmly deny
the accusation. Idid not put up

very much of my campaign material but had it done by a few
dedicated friends.
Icannot in all honesty believe
that they would do such a thing,
pleted campaign.
but if in reality they did, then I
I must inform you that there take full blame for their actions
were a number of misleading and humbly apologize.However,
statements in that letter which I have no proof of such actions
Icannot overlook.
and can only assume that Mr.
Ortega's posters suffered from
IAM SORRY that Mr. Chiles malicious vandalism by immathought that I was trying to ture people on campus who did
make race an issue. This is just the same thing to my materials
what I tried to avoid and the and most of the other candireal purpose of the statement: dates' posters.
"Remember, there is no differFINALLY, Ican only assume
ence in voting for a candidate
solely on the grounds of his race thatMr. Chiles' entire letter was
than voting against him for iden- an attempt to slander me and
tical reasons" in my campaign my campaign on election day
literature.
since Iprinted my phone numApparently that statement ber on my campaign literature
was weak and Imust apologize and invited comments. If Mr.
for it. However,Ididread most, Chiles sincerely believed his acif not all, of Mr. Ortega's cam- cusations were true, then Ithink
paign literatureand was unable he should have called me, conto find anything which even re- fronted me with these points and
motely made any comment on given me a chance to explain
the issues. Accordingly, Icould my actions.
only assume, perhaps falsely,
Ihave always been a most
that his campaign was based avid supporter of The Spectator
entirely on the publicity he re- but Iam afraid my support was
ceived in The Spectator just misplaced. Imust condemn The
prior to the primary elections. Spectator for printing such a
Iam no racist and was ex- letter on election day and not
tremely hurt by such an impli- giving me a chance to respond
cation. Ihave always supported to the charges in the same issue.
Spectator calls
non-violent realistic crusades by Is this what The
minority groups to better their "responsible journalism"?
I would like to congratulate
conditions. Ihave worked hard
in my hometown of Sacramento my opponent on his success and
in the poverty areas to help the hope that he is able to achieve
poor and oppressed receive a great things in his new office.
better education, better living Ido not intend to insinuate that
conditions and attempted to help Mr. Ortega had any knowledge
them overcome their feeling of of Mr. Chiles' and The Spectahopelessness.
tor's actions on election day.

IINVITE Mr. Chiles and anyone else to produce any incidents which would support the
accusation that Iam a racist.
As to the inference that Iwas
personally responsible or had
knowledge that Mr. Ortega's

IURGE all the students on
campus together with myself to
give Felix Ortega and all the
other elected representatives

our wholehearted support so together we can help S.U. progress.

Newsbriefs

Tomorrow's

Happy Hour

'free for all'

is also the Kappa Alpha Psi Fra- soon after 4:30 p.m. as it is fillternity Sweetheart and a stu- ed. The second bus will depart
Epsilon,
marketing
dent
Pi Sigma
counselor of the Minority at 5: 15 p.m.
The Mission Ridge overnight
fraternity, and the Marketing Affairs Office. The chairman of
Club are sponsoring a tour at Homecoming 1971 Cultural Day, trip sign-up sheet is on the Liberal Arts bulletin board. Any
1 p.m. tomorow of the Rainier she was nominated by Spurs.
should
Brewing Company.
An honorable mention went to one interested in going
A bus will leave from in front junior journalism major Terri meet the Feb. 24 deadline. The
of the Chieftain at 12:30 p.m. McKenzie. Terri served on the price for the bus is $9 and lodgAegis staff for three years and ing is an additional $5.
All students are welcome.
For information on the Spring
is currently Editor-in-Chief. The
nomination was made by Silver break trip, contact Pete Berard,
EA 3-1109, or Matt Boyle, 938Scroll.
DaVerne Bell, junior psycholo2450.
gy major, has been named as
Associated Woman Students'
The Model United Nations is
Woman of the Month for JanThe oral comprehensive exasking for volunteers to help
uary.
Mar.
5
in history, required
regional
the
session
aminations
DaVerne is a member of Fol- at
of all history majors graduating
low-Through and SAAME. She and6.
Needed are typists, secretar- in June, will be given Feb. 24.
ies, legal officers, registration For further information, contact
workers, security and secretar- Martin F. Larrey, acting chairman, history department.
iat representatives.
coninterested
should
Those
tact Anne Fenno, 626-6833 or the
MUN office, 626-5999.
Volunteers are needed for an
tionships and parent-child relaby Marilyn Swartz
active Park Department recretionships.
Feature Editor
ation program oriented towards
The library would first emFr. Louis Sauvain, S.J., of
ex-mental patients.
Peterson,
Secretary-GenJohn
S.U.s theology department, has phasize books, then tapes, rec- eral for the 22nd Session of the
Workers will meet Friday
received a special gift from a ords, films, visual aids, etc. Model United Nations of the Far nights from 7-9:30 p.m. at the
young couple he once counseled Eventually this fund may help West, will speak to the Renton First Baptist Church, Harvard
to sponsor workships, institutes,
during their courtship days.
Business and Professional Wom- at Seneca.
The gift is in the form of oil seminars, panel discussions, lec- en's Club, Feb. 22.
Anyone interested shouldleave
marriage
and the
stock dividends worth $20,055.00 tures, etc. on
phone number for Jim Weiss
his
political
science
Peterson, a
to be given in quarterly install- family.
at
the
Park Department office,
Mrs. Kokoszka is the former major, will address the club at 583-5798.
ments terminating in 1987. Mr.
and Mrs. John F. Kokoszka of Myra Barnes of Seattle. She at- a dinner meeting. The topic of
New York, N.Y., have donated attended night school at S.U. a- his speech will be "the Functhe stocks for the establishment bout 12 years ago where she tions of the United Nations other
Filing for Associated Women
of a MarriageGuidance/Improv- met Fr. Sauvain and also her than Peacekeeping."
future husband.
The MUN chapter is currently Students' offices has re-opened.
ment fund at S.U.
regional
making plans for the
Filing will be from 11 a.m. to
FR. SAUVAIN counseled the Mar. 5 and 6.
THE FUND is to endow the
3:30 p.m. daily, today through
couple
courtship
in their
building up of a top-flight li- young
Feb. 26, at the AWS office, and
brary on marriage guidance, days, officiated at their wedding
in the office of the Dean of
courtship, engagement,sex edu- and counseled them briefly in
One of the Ski Club buses will Women.
cation, marriage enrichment or their early married days when
Offices open for candidacy are
leave for the slopes tomorrow as
improvement, man-woman rela- they resided in Seattle.
Thursday, February 18, 1971/The Spectator

A free, all-school Happy Hour
to "ring out the old and usher
in the new" is set for tomorrow
from 3 to 5 p.m. in the Chieftain Lounge.
Students, faculty, administration and staff are welcome, according to ASSU Second Vice
President Joe Zavaglia. Zavaglia said that tomorrow's Happy
Hour was scheduled because of
favorable response to last quarter's all school get together.
The Happy Hour is being
sponsored by the Development
Office in conjunction with the
ASSU. Student identification will
be checked at the door, and carbonated beverages will be available for those under 21.

brewery tour

woman of month

mun help

history orals

Dividends to establish

marriage guidance fund

parks help

u.n. talk

aws filing

ski mission

4

president, vice president and

secretary-treasurer. Coeds must
be of sophomore standing to ap-

ply for president or vice-president; current freshmenmay run
for secretary-treasurer.A minimum gpa of 2.5 is required.

official notice

The last day to withdraw
from classes with a grade of
"W" is Friday, Feb. 19.
Approved withdrawal cards
must be filed at the Registrar's Office by 4:30 p.m. on
Feb. 19. Cards or fees are
not accepted after this date.
Students who intend to remove a grade of incomplete
from fall quarter must complete class work, obtain a
replacement card from the
Registrar, pay the $5 fee at
the Treasurer's Office and
submit the receipted card
to the instructor by Friday,
Feb. 19. Instructor will assign grade and return card
to the Registrar. Confirmation of grade received will
be mailed to each student
when processing is completed.

The Spectator

Tuesdays and Thursdays during
ihe school year except on holidays and during examinations by Seattle University. Edited
by S.U. students witn editorial and business
offices at 825 Tenth Aye., Seattle, Wash.
98122. Second-class postage paid at Seattle,
Wabh. Subscription: 54.50 a year: close relatives, alumni $3.50; Canada, Mexico $4.00;
Orner foreign addresses $6.25; airmail in
U.S. $9.00.
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Dr. M. Mehdi outlines
Palestinians' problems
by Karen Hikel
Dr. Muhammad T. Mehdi of
New York City was the distinguished lecturer who spoke yesterday in Pigott Auditorium on
"Justice for the Palestinians."
He is secretary-general for the
Action Commitee on AmericanArab Relations and executive
director of the Federated Organizations on American Arab
Relations.

-

THE MAIN controversy which
Dr. Mehdi states, is that Israel
should be maintained as Israel
the state, and not a Jewish state.
Palestine, which is under Israel
jurisdiction, is the focus of this
controversy. As one Arab, Dr.
Mehdi seeks the support of students, faculty and administrators in American colleges and
universities to recognize a problem in Washington, D.C.
President Nixon has sold
Phantom jets to Israel, which is
recognized as a Jewish state.
This is where Dr. Mehdi hopes
to bring a major change in U.S.
policy. He feels that this is
wrong.He states that "Palestine
does not belong to the Jews."
IN BRINGING aboutthis

Ranking black Marine
seeks minority recruits

change, Dr. Mehdi stated that
by Don Nelson
"... if America refuses supCorps' highest
The
Marine
port in Israel, then Israel will
givein to the peopleof Palestine ranking black officer thinks the
and free them from domina- Marines are ahead of the other
armed services and the rest of
tion."
In this manner, Palestine will American society in terms of
be able to establish a new so- solving the nation's racial probciety. Forming a new society, lems.
Lt. Col. Frank E. Petersen,
Palestine would become multireligious, pluralistic and a sec- an articulate, soft-spoken man
whose personal dignity seems
ular state.
to overshadowhis military bearTHE JEWISH peoplein Israel ing, visited the S.U. campus
are first class citizens who do last week as part of a Marine
not give others equalrights and recruiting team. He is on a naequal acess to power. In a dem- tion-wide campaign to increase
ocracy, all people should be con- black officer enlistments in the
sidered equal. Dr. Mehdi be- Marines.
lieves that "the Jews have no
PETERSEN, who has spent
specialrights— they areno more
or less than the rest of man- more than half of his 38 years
in the Marines, said the racial
kind."
The Arabs feel that peace will climate in his branch of the
come the moment their land is service is "fair, but not as good
liberated from foreign occupa- as it could be."
tion. Then they will embark on
The oft-decorated veteran of
a concrete effort to raise their the Korean and Vietnam wars
standardof living.
joined the Navy in 1950— the
"The Arabs will be in free year after the first black officer
opposition to contribute to hu- was commissioned in the Maman civilization just as they did rine Corps. Until 1942, there had
in the past." In 1976, Dr. Mehdi been no black Marines at all.
"We were the last to inteis hopeful for a meaningful
change in American policy.
grate, but we were the first

——

to acknowledge our racial prob-

lems," Petersen said. "The
Equal Opportunities Branch of

the Marine Corps (of which he
is assistant director) was formed as a response to this awareness to racial problems.

Petersen noted that a major
problem in the Marine Corps
has been the "lack of policy input by minorities at all levels."
He pointed out that while blacks
make up 11 per cent of the
Corps, only 1.3 percent of the
officers are black. The Marines
are working to correct that inequality.
"There has been a great move
to address the problem," Petersen said. "We have human
relations courses to help identify the causes of racial problems."

THERE HAS been an effort
to give white officers an understanding of minority problems,
so that they can act from a
position of knowledge of what
is going on with their men," he
continued. "There is a new
sense of humanism."
Petersen cited as an example
of the new approach the elimination of harrassment of black
Marines who grow their hair to
the regulation length of three
inches— what some people would
call an Afro. Also, the Marine
Corps recognizes
the black
— clenched
power salute a
fist
—
raised in the air as a symbol of
greeting between peers.
Petersen, who has toured the
thus has three commissioned
far east and Europe recently,
police officers.
said that "I must honestly adThe library and Campion Towthat the Marine Corps is
mit
er have their own security sys- way
ahead of the other services
tems, answerable directly to the
in the racial area. Icertainly
plant manager's office. These don't
mean to slam anybody,
two divisions are
staffed by stu- but the Army
has a serious
dents on work study employ- racial problem.
ment.
During the evening, two or
"WE ARE AHEAD of Amerithree of the uniformed campus can society in this sense
as
guards are on duty, according
well. The military is the most
to Michael Schreck, director of dictatorial,
undemocratic, conthe Physical Plant.
trolled
institution
in the nation.
Capt. Fairchild, head of the
night shift, says the men make When we make rulings, they
patrols of the campus frequently must be obeyed.
"In society as a whole, they
at night, but follow no fixed
schedule. All buildings are can make laws, but until such
checked for unlocked offices, time as these laws are really
and after building closing times implemented, they are inoccupants of buildings who can- effectual."
not produce a building pass are
told to leave.
In addition to these patrols,
one of the officers patrols
around the campus at times in
plain clothes. Again, no set pattern is followed. Seattle Police
also include the campus in regular patrols.
TODAY
Anyone needing assistance or
Women's Sports Club: 3-4:30
having anything suspicious to p.m., Volleyball game. P. E.
report can dial "Operator" from Center, north court. For more
any campus phone and officer information come to one of the
will be alerted.
games.

Small, effective security system
keeps watch on S.U.s 45 acres
by TomMitchell
S.U.s 45 acres are guarded
by a small but effective security force under the Plant Manager's office. The force was one
year oldFeb. 16.
THE SECURITY system is divided into three basic divisions,

each responsible to Joe Gardiner, plant manager.
The night division consists of
five men headed by Capt. H. W.
Fairchild, a retired sheriff's officer. Two of the remaining four
are deputized to act within the
boundaries of S.U. The force

New theology courses
offered next quarter

The theology department is
introducing two new courses
spring quarter as part of its
broadened theology core program.
Two sections of "Comparative
Religion," Theology 289, will be
taught by Fr. James King, S.J.
The other course is "Social
Theology," Theology 486, conducted by Sister Diana Bader,
O.P.
THE COMPARATIVE Religion course is described as "an
investigationand contrast of the
major worldreligions: primitive
religion, Buddhism, Hinduism,
Judaism, Christianity and

Islam."
Sr. Baderdescribed her course
as "a theology of contemporary
society . attempting to answer the question: in what way
can we, drawing on the resources of theologicalinsight, interpret and mold the religioussocial consciousness of society
and so work toward creating a
milieu in which man can most
fully realize his human potential?"
With the additionof these two
courses 13 of the 19 theology
core courses will have been offered this school year, nine in
spring quarter alone.
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STEREO RECORDS & TAPES

your cool rummaging for loose change.
With an NBofC checking account you can write a
check for the exact amount and be on your way. See
the NBofC office near you for a checking account to
fit your needs.
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SPEEDY SERVICE

SEND FOR YOUR FREE LIST

THE STUDENT STORE
P.O. BOX 64
REDONDO BEACH, CALIFORNIA
90277

Don't blow

NATIONAL "BANK OF COMMERCE
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C
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ACCOUNTS INSURED TO 520.000 EACH DEPOSITOR

First Hill Branch: 1201 Madison Street

WHILE THE Marine Corps
is making advances in the area
of race relations, regulation revisions such as those instituted
by the Navy have been absent.
"The feeling is that the discipline and training that have
been successful in the past will
continue to be successful,"
Petersen said.
Petersen said he is often confronted with young blacks who
feel that minorities should not
enter the military, and he has
an answer for them.
"I bring up the alternative,"
he said. "I ask them if they
are prepared to deal with an
all-white military, an all-white
police force, or all-white banks,
and then point out that blacks
must become a part of all stratas of society."
PETERSEN DID note, and
quite enthusiastically, that "the
closer I get to younger age
groups, the more awareness I
find. Iam able to exchange
views rather than just confront
another point if view.
"It is much easier to talk to
young people we can exchange
ideas on a better level. When
talking with young people, Iat
least get to present my own
side, even if they disagree with
me."

—

Spectrum of events
February 18*21

SHERIFF & THOMPSON
"We Repair All Makes"
" Brakes
'fir^=Clli
" Body Work & Rebuild
" Motor Work

NBofC has an easier way
to find the exact change.

LT. COL. PETERSEN

ZIP

MUN: 6 p.m. meeting, P 451.

Anyone interested in joining is

welcome.
Physics Club: noon seminar
in BA 301. "Desalinization" by
Gary Bushman.
FRIDAY
Spectator: 2:10 p.m., staff
meeting, newsroom. Anyone interested in joining the staff is
welcome.
Gamma Pi Epsilon: 3:30 p.m.
meeting, Xavier lounge. If you
cannot attend, call Joanne Bubacz, WE 7-0903 or the Dean
of Women's Office for public relationsforms.
ASSU Primary and FinalCandidates: 2:30 p.m. meeting in

Chieftain conference room.

SATURDAY
CCD Tutoring: 10 a.m., tutoring for the retarded in L A Bldg.
SUNDAY
SAAME: 7 p.m., meeting, Library Auditorium.

U. &l.
OPTICAL
Examinations
Contact Lenses
Glasses
Repairs
EAst 5-1214
616/* BROADWAY
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Sonic star tells personal feelings

said. "It's going to take
time. But the reporters will not
"If I had everything to do all accept that."
One of the reasons for this
over again, I'd do the same
thing," Sonic forward Spencer lack of patience,he said, is "because Iam black. If Iwere
Haywood said.
Haywood has been subject to white, they would have waited
much ridicule, controversy, and longer to see what developed.
personal persecution ever since But since I'm black, they like
he signed a contract to play for to pin-point the troubles on me."
Haywood firmly believes that
the Seattle SuperSonics.
the blacks are judged inferior
SEVERAL general managers, in society and in the world of
coaches, and players from other basketball.
"I see this black-white situateams have severely criticized
Haywood for signing with the tion from a reality point of view.
Sonics before his college class The situation has improved over
graduated.
the years, but now it's indirectThe National Basketball Asso- ly instead of direct. That's the
ciation has a disputed rule for- way I see it, and I think the
bidding such contracts. Hay- majority of my people feel the
wood is also in hot water with same way."
"I don't care what anybody
his former team, the Denver
Rockets of the American Bas- wants to call me, that's up to
ketball Association, who con- them. Ido not put much emtend he still has a valid con- phasis on it at all, as Idon't
tract there.
put much emphasis on the sysThe 21-year-old, 69" forward tem. I'm what Iam— black— and
remarked about the controversy Ihave to do things the way Isee
fit, the way Ibelieve and what
in a personalized way:
"The controversies have both- I believe in. If Ibelieve in
ered me," Haywood said. "But standing up for something, I'll
I was expecting it as Iknow stand up for it. That's the only
people naturally a,ct like this. way Ithink a person can go."
If only they would realize that
SPENCER went to high school
they don't know as much about
basketball as they think they in Detroit, Mich., where he redo," the ABA's super star rene- calls he had no ambitions for
gade said.
much of anything.
"People have expected too
"I was not interested in much
much from me. They think I'm of anything before I started
a bum because I'm not scoring playing basketball at the age of
35 points and grabbing more re- 12. It was really strange when I
bounds. They disregard the fact did start to play as I never
that Istillhave to get into shape thought Icould play pro-ball."
Haywood was named All-Amsince I haven't played for a
year," Haywood emphasized.
erican in his junior year in high
He feels that the public has school, but he still wasn't that
unfairly pointed its finger at him enthusiastic about the game.He
had other ideas of what to do
for the recent Sonic losses.
with his life.
"I was thinking on the wrong
"I CANT just come in here
and take over someone else's track though. Ithought the world
spot, and play and expect to was against me; therefore I
turn the whole team around," thought the best way to make it
by Sue hill

Spencer

Sports Editor

in this world, was to really hustle in some way and get some
money."

BUT IT WASN'T too longafter
that he found out the best
way to succeed, was to go to
school and get into the professional ring via his education.
Spencer went to the University
of Detroit where he played out
his sophomore year. The hoopshooter then signed a "hardship
case" contract with the Denver
Rockets for an estimated $1.5
million.
The ABA refugee was named,
within one year, the most valuable player and rookie of the
year. He was also the leading
scorer and rebounder for the
ABA.
Financial problems with the
Rockets provoked Haywood to
disagree with the contract. That
issue is still up in the air.

THE LOS ANGELES Lakers
and the Sonics were among six
teams that were desperately
trying to sign Haywood.
"Mr. Schulman was talking
more frankly with the figures.
He was talking real money. He
had definite plans for me as a
Sonic," Haywood said.
"The money was not that important. Ijust wanted to go to
a team where I felt I could
help. Ireally do feel Ican help
the Sonics.
"Six other teams talked to me.
They were going to do the same
thing Mr. Schulman did. But
Schulman was the most outspoken one and the one who
pushed the hardest, so Idecided
on Seattle."
MUSIC AND DRAMA are a
big part of his life. He grooves on
jazz and is currently pursuing a
sideline job as an actor.

S.U. alum has token harp from
'Middle Ages' to Marine Room
by Marilyn Swartz and

Shari Quest

S.U. alum Lloyd Lindroth has
pulled strings to get where he
is today.
Lindroth, a professional harpist whose goal is to get the
harp "out of the Middle Ages,"
recently returned to his native
Seattle where he appeared at
the Olympic Hotel's Marine
Room for six nights last week.
BACKED BY his own combo,
Lindroth performed such numbers as "Hair," "Lara's
Theme," "Malaguena" and his
theme song "You Are My Special Angel."
sigAngels have a special
— he was
nificance for Lindroth
once teased about being one by
his fellow classmates at Meany
Junior High School and later
Garfield High School.
Lindroth, who graduated from
S.U. in 1953 with a major in
music, first became interested
in the harp one summer in the
Montlake District when he was
12. While mowing the lawn he
noticed a pretty young neighbor
girl playing one in her living
room window.

to only be associated with the
angelic, weddings, or the symphony. He says "I want the guy
next door to be able to enjoy
the instrument."
Lindroth attributes much of
his success to his S.U. education
and the aid of Fr. A. A. Lemieux, then S.U.s president.
"Without the scholarships and
the music school at S.U., Idoubt
Iwould have achieved the success with my harp and career
that Ihave today," he said.

sound to 12 times its normal
volume.
A CHEERFUL, talkative man
who resembles Welsh pop singer
Tom Jones, Lindroth has been
an amateur rodeo performer.
On the road he hauls his instruments and amplifying equipment in a horse trailer hitched
to his '70 Fleetwood Cadillac.
Lindroth's family background
is a musical one. His father was
a semi-professional saxman with
his own band. His mother was a
pianist.

FR. LEMIEUX wanted LindLindroth wants to expand the
roth to go to New York where popular concept of the harp by
he knew some television pro- proving its versatility. He plays
ducers who could utilize Lind- music in idioms treated only
roth's talents. Instead, the by a few previous harpists such
young musician decided to en- as Harpo Marx and Bobbie
list in the Army where he serv- Maxwell. These idioms are the
ed three years in the 19th Army popular show tunes, Western,
Reserve's Full Symphony.
blues and swing modes.
Later, the "man with a harp"
HE BELIEVES hard rock is
was a featured entertainer in diminishing in popularity and
Reno, Las Vegas, and Lake music such as that of BacharTahoe.
ach and Webb is gaining favor
The most rewarding highlight with many people.
of his career, he said, was five
His one-man campaign to
command performances at the acquaint the public with the
White House for the late Presi- harp's versatility has involved
dent Eisenhower.
him in television and recording.
He has one album out on the
love
for
the
LINDROTH'S
Michlind label entitled "HarpLINDROTH WAS fascinated. harp wasn't blind, however. He ists' Bazaar" which can be orAlthough he'dbeen studying the noted its defects in appealingto dered from Box 290, Las Vegas,
saxophone and clarinet, he de- large audiences; it lacked Nevada.
cided the harp was "the" in- "grab and punch," he said, and
was generally "too soft and
strument for him.
The young harpist turned palatable" for popular tastes.
Intramural schedule for
Lindroth set out to remedy
Friday, Feb. 19, is:
classmates' taunts to cheers
constructing
the
when he began to "swing" his this problemby
3 p.m. SAGA (A) vs.
music at a Garfield stage per- world's only electronic harp
(A)
" Brewers
formance. Thus began the reali- system. His harp is a $10,000
I.X.'s (B) vs.
concert-grad
of rosezation of the one ultimate standard
Quick (B)
achievement he would like to wood, built by master crafts4 p.m. Forum (A) vs.
men in Stemberg, Germany in
make with the harp:
" I.X.'s (A)
"I'd want the vast majority a six month period.
A Phi O's (B) vs.
of the people in the world toWhile attending S.U.. LindGolliwoggs (B)
day to accept the harp in an roth was involved with elec5 p.m. Poi Pounders (A)
(A)
idiom as they would any other tronic staging for drama de" vs. Menehunes
instrument," he said.
partment productions. This
Soul Hustlers (A)
background helped him later to
vs. Embers (A)
HE DOESN'T want the harp electronicallyamplify the harp's
/Thursday, February 18, 1971/The Spectator
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SPENCER HAYWOOD
People interest Spencer also. feels it is up to Lanier to think
He enjoys going to social gath- what he wants to think.
erings and mingling with people.
IWe've been struggling too
He finds each one so uniquely long to get equality. Ijust can't
different, and despite their race, see one black man putting his
finger on another one. We are
or creed, he loves them all.
Asked if he "was a bachelor, all out in this jungle together
trying to survive. We have to
Spencer said,
Yesssss."
Next obvious question was learn to
— stop cutting one anothwhen will he give up that status. er up we've got to get to"I really have no future in gether!
Haywood is for a revision of
mind right now for marriage.
But Ido like my women!"
the rules, and it's understandable when you realize the situa"I LIKE TO groove, meet a ton he is envelopedin.
He can not go back to college
lot of people and have fun."
He summed it up with "I be- and play, nor can he play in the
lieve in living the way I see ABA.
fit."
"SO WHAT AM Isupposed to
Unlike most spontaneous millionaires, Spencer say's he's not do, suffer just because the old
going to blow the dollars on ridi- rules set have supposedly never
culous status items. His family been broken?"
is more important than any new
The irony of the whole situacar or house he has ever dream- tion disturbs Spencer.
"Rules are broken every day
ed of.
"I am financially helping my as far as the ball players are
mother and family, as well as concerned. There are players in
budgeting it to fit my minimal college right now that have signneeds and investing in stocks ed with a particular club in the
ABA.
whichIsee fit."
"They can't put too much emHAYWOOD does not advise
other players to do what he has phasis on the rules, as they are
done, because of all the "has- not putting that much emphasis
on the rules themselves," Spensling" involved.
Financial circumstances with cer said.
Softly, Spencer said:
his family drove Spencer to
"I thought this was America
make his decision.
Now Spencer has the oppor- where a man is supposed to have
tunity to go back to school. If freedom of work and speech. I
he stays with the Sonics, he is just don't understand it."
planning to go to school at S.U.
EVERYBODY always has reor the U.W. But like everything
spectful comments to make
else, that is also up in the air.
about their coach, but Spencer
808 LANIER, who plays for put a certain feeling into his
the Detroit Pistons, commented
statement about player-coach
on Spencer. He said that Spen- Lenny
Wilkens.
cer was not that good a ball
"Lenny Wilkens he's cool!
player, and that he'd have a
does a beautiful job. It's a
hard time playing in the NBA, He
job
not just anyone can do. It
compared to the ABA.
patience, guts and pride
takes
Lanier said a few other unkind to get out and play, direct trafwords about Haywood.Haywood fic and coach. You have to be a
hell of an individual to do so."
Spencer Haywood is also a
Intramural basketball
"hell of an individual" to go
schedule for Monday, Feb.
through all the tangles to stay in
22:
Seattle.
3 p.m. Embers (A) vs.
(A)
" Nads (B)
SOME MAY NOT sympathize
vs.
U.R.
with him because of the money
Golliwoggs (B)
he . is making through the or4 p.m.
" OPEN (B) vs.
deal. But the money does not
Embers
mean that much to him.
Quick (B)
What concerns Spencer is
vs.
Waterdogs
(B)
5 p.m.
"system", his personal amthe
A Phi O's (B)
"
bition to play basketball and the
I.X.'s (B) vs.
people he gets to meet while
Menehunes (B)

"

—

playing.

Williamshits career high vs.Utah St., Tough Aggies, Pilots
road losses stymie S.U. win record next for Chieftains

hit 18 points and hauled in 12
rebounds.
New Mexico State's 6'B" center, Jeff Smith, had 9 rebounds
and 9 points in the S.U. loss.
urday afternoon.
Other State starters are forThe contest will start at 12:40
p.m. and be televised regionally ward Roy Neal, and guards
throughout the West. In the Se- Alex Scott andClint Davis.
attle area the game will be
UPCOMING AFTER NewMcx
blacked out.
ico State will be Portland on
NEW MEXICO State downed Monday night at the Coliseum.
the Chiefs 91-78 in December. The Pilots recently racked up
the Chiefs 101-88.
Their recordis 17-5.
The Staters have been defeatS.U.s season record is 9-13.
ed by formidable teams such as The Chieftains must reverse
Marquette, West Texas and Uni- their losing streak to finish with
versity of Texas-El Paso.
an even record.
New Mexico State relies on a
Four games remain on the
presing defense which forced
schedule,
and all four need to
their
S.U. into 35 turnovers in
be won to protect the 20-year
last meeting.
tradition of winning basketball
S.U.
at
REYES,
forward,
66"
CHITO
Games will be broadcast on
damaged the Chiefs most extensively of all the Staters. He KISW-FM (99.9).
New Mexico State, one of the

by Sue hill
Sports Editor

lucky 13 teams that have beaten
S.U. this season, returns for
a game at the Coliseum on Sat-

The defense of the Chieftains
n the last three games could be
escribed in three words: dwinle, dwindling, and dwindled.
S.U. ran up against one hot
and in all three games. First
: was 'Marvelous' Marvin Robrts' 41 points, then University
f Portland's Thurnell Clayton's
0, and Portland State's Charlie
toudamire's 36.

GREG WILLIAMS was the
nly one with the hot hand for
.U. out of the three games.
Against Utah State he scored
0 points, which was the highst for a sophomore since 1957
when Elgin Baylor scored 51.
But that was the end of 'high'
scoring for the Chiefs.
The first half of the Utah
State game, proved to the Seatle fans that 'Marvelous' Marvin is more than 'Marvelous'.
Ie played forward, guard and
center and hurt the Chiefs no
matter where he played.
AS USUAL, the Chieftains had
heir problems on the road,
real problems.
They first encountered Portand University who had a 9-11
record going into the game. In
he last 17 games, S.U. had won
hem all.
The Pilots' center, Thurnell
Clayton had the golden arm this
ime. No matter how far Greg
Williams or Mark Van Antwerp
reached, it wasn't far enough.
SUCCESSFUL outside shootng for the Chiefs the first half
was minimal, with one or two
hitting the cords.
Turnovers, careless shooting,
and defense(?) was the inevitable downfall. It seemed that
whenever they got the ball, they
would dribble it off their feet,
or throw a perfect pass to the
üba player.
Gary Ladd's eventual 20
points, sparked the team a
couple of times to close the
margin, but not enough to secure a come from behind win.
Mnal score was 101-88.

Crew squad faces
tough schedule
A tough schedule is ahead for
the S.U. crew this year and yet
it could be one of the most
promising

seasons ever.

our winter program of running

and weight lifting." Pigott said.
"Pete Bacho, Dave Chandler,
and a rookie, Gordon Alexander,
have especially improved under
the program."

Led by eight returning lettermen and some promising rookies from the fall season, coaches
PIGOTT indicated that all
James Gardiner and Bob Pigott
hope to have about 30 students seats are wide open right now
turning out.
for both heavy and lightweight
"This would give us three boatings. Any students wishing
photos by carol Johnson
GREG WILLIAMS scores two of his 40 points against Utah eights and fill some small boats to give rowing a try are urged
our largest number to to call Bob Pigott at ME 2-2979
State Saturday.It wasn't enough, as the Big Blue triumphed, also
date," Pigott said.
99-85.
or EA 3-7421 immediately.
THE LARGE turnout is sought
The next loss came Tuesday the court at halftime 58-58.
because, as Pigott explained,
night against Portland State 109"Our boathouse is five minutes
CHARLIE
STOUDAMIRE'S
93. The first half was probably
Game time
away at Madison Park, and we
one of the closest for S.U. all I'll shoot from-here-and-see- have additional equipment availswitched
season. The score never ex- what-happens attitude turned able now."
The Up -oft time for the
panded to more than five points. the complexion of the game in
Official on-the-water workouts
S,U.-New Mexico State game
The game was tied 14 times, the last twenty minutes. In four begin
this Saturday.
has heed changed. .Saturday's
with the Chiefs pulling ahead minutes the Vikings outscored
game will start at 12: 45 p.m.
"Many team members are in
25 times and the Vikings being S.U. 20-9, upping the score to
ahead 23 times. Both teams left 97-79.
fair shape right now because of

—

—
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Fr. Gaffney remembers 'a gentle, strong people'
by Shari Quest
When the Very Rev. Louis
Gaffney, S.J., acting president
of S.U., arrived in Bangkok,
Thailand, in June of 1967, he
found a tropical,peninsular
country not quite the size of
Texas but with a population of
about 34 million people.
Here, amid Bangkok's blend of
he ancient Hindu and Chinese
cultures, he was to spend a year
caching Thai graduate students
and would come to treasure the
memory of a gentle, yet very
strong people.

will go to school one day, then
stay home and loan his clothing
to his brother, who will go to

school in his place the following
day."
"The work was very rewarding because the students Itaught
came from all parts of Thailand
and were not just the city people," Fr. Gaffney said.

titude toward Americans and
their determined resistance to
domination.

THE SECOND WORLD was
that of the Jesuits in Thailand.
They had been prisoners of the
communists in China and expelled from the country.
"They knew what communism
was like and what it would do
HE KNEW that what his stu- to freedom," Fr. Gaffney said.
The third world was his assodents learned in class would
thus reach a widerrange of Thai ciation with the embassy and
people, particularly the under- military through the Fullbright
privileged rural citizens so in program. This association enabled him to see what the State
need of education.
THE OPPORTUNITY to travel
"It was hard for me to com- Department and military were
o Thailand came when Fr. Gaf- municate with the students— and doing in the country.
while with a friend on
ney was granteda year in which even harder
" for them to answer a Once,
o lecture in the country under questions!
sampan, the screams of a
Despite 12 years' training in drowningservant-girl came from
he Fullbright program. He
chose Thailand because of a English, his graduate students one of the country's numerous
previous visit there in 1963 after had an insufficient spe aking canals. Drawing on lifeguard
a chaplains' seminar.
command of the English lang- training, Fr. Gaffney was able
The college students Fr. Gaf- uage. Fr. Gaffney found the time to pull her out. In ancient Thai
npy taught were in either a factor insufficient for fully mas- culture, a servant would never
Counselor Training Program or tering the complex Thai tongue. have been helped by a native
Still, the number of friendships Thai of such an educational
Master's Degree classes at the
College of Education, Prasarn- he formed shows that he had level.
mit. Bangkok. These college stu- managed to more than reach the
FR. GAFFNEY SEES the
dents were educationally fortu- majority.
guerrilla attacks and assassinanate. For most Thai students
a high school education is a lux"ONE OF the things thatmade tions as ominous and discouragthe year's work so rewarding ing. Thirty schoolmasters or
"The country is trying very is that the Thai people have to chiefs are killed annually in the
hard to improve its educational be among the most gracious in provinces.
The Thai fear totalitariantakesystem," Fr. Gaffney said. "In the world," he said, "And for
the villages, the standard of liv- one working in their schools, over above all else, he said.
ing is very low. Over by the this is even more true."
Bordered by battle-torn Burma,
Cambodian and Laotian border,
"Another thing that made the Laos Cambodia and Malaysia,
if they had pencils and paper, year very good was that Ihad the militaristicallv governed
education would be much bet- the best of three worlds," he people of the constitutional monsmiled. The first world was that archy of Thailand continually
of the Thai culture itself into resist Communists. "Thai" even
"Clothing to go to school in is
whichhe was accepted as friend means "free." It has never yet
a big problem," he continued. and not as "foreigner." He been a colony.
"Even the simplest peasant in
"In a family, sometimes one boy learned of the people's warm at-

—

photo by jim hood

THE VERY REV. Louis Gaffney, S.J., displays an ornate
gong he brought back from his visit to Thailand.
Fr. Gaffney found the spirit of
the Thais to be undaunted, despite oppression and attack. His
memories of them are deeply
valued.
"I saw an indication of the
THE CITY was completely
safe until the Tet Offensive in kind and deep affection of the
people when, in their tradition
1968.
"Dr. Pat Smith's hospital was of pouring Lustral Water on their
blown up at that time and one parents' hands to show their renurse killed. The peoplesudden'y spect, two of my students came
to pour
realized there was no city safe by the Jesuit residence
from guerrilla attack," he said. Lustral Water on my hands."
Thursday, February 18, 1971/The Spectator/:
the backstreets walks with a
dignity that is uncommon to
people who have been in a colony," the acting president said.
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Frosh show up elders; Tricky currents trip S.U. sailors
take two from Pilots in Calvose Passage regatta

On the basketball court, it's
good that the young do not dribble to the example of their elders, for the S.U. frosh continue
to win while the varsity has
dropped five in a row.
The freshmen have a season

record of 16-3.

THE PAPOOSES took two in
Portland this week. They stopped Portland State 76-66 and
edged Portland78-75.
In both games the Papooses
trailed at half-time but blistered
their opponents in the second

half.

Two, frats in
B-ball game
The Intercollegiate Knights
will take on Kappa Alpha Psi
fraternity in a benefit basketball game Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
in the Connolly P.E. Center.
Donations of 25c will be accepted at the door. The proceeds
will go to the Kappa Alpha Psi

Against Portland State the
Due to a neglect of the curtwo-man at- rents in Calvose Passage, the S.
tack. Ron Howard tallied 35 U. yacht
was charted a
points and Steve Endresen scor- 6:50 errorclub
that gave them the
ed 18.
75th place out of 105 boats in
Howard pulled down 18 re- the Queen City Yacht Club prebounds in that contest.
dicted log race.
As with other sports, there are
BALANCED scoring propelled
"ifs" in yachting. If the
also
Portland.
Howard
the frosh over
error
been only six minutes,
points
had 19
and Endresen 18. Ernie had
Merlino
and KarlBrenner
Ron Derline led the Papooses feel, they
would have won the
with 23 points and Ron Bennett
race.
added 9.
The frosh next meet the UniTHE RACE WAS a "predicted
versity of Washington on Mon- log" race, which is similar to
a car rally except it is run with
day.
boats. All the races are sponThe Seattle Pacific frosh are sored by the various yacht clubs
the next home opponents for the in the Seattle area.
Papooses on Friday, Feb. 26.
The boatmen departed the
Tip-off time is 5:50 p.m.
QCYC on Feb. 12. The race

frosh featured a

started at 12:35 p.m.; the first down Vashon Island, was their
destination was Point Pully. next stop. From there they conThey were 70 seconds fast for tinued on to Orchard Point
Light. This is where they lost
a 18,972 yard leg.
Cove Light, located halfway the race with the fatal error.

Residents adopt Hawaiian culture
(Continued

from page

3)

mon," said Mary Jean Buza.

Aggie Pigao noted that Hawaiian Club membershipis open
to any person on campus, and
added that "we envision ourselves as spreading the aloha
spirit."
THE HAWAIIAN students are
proud of their unique cultural
make up and see no conflicts
therein. "We question whether
you have to identify as any one
thing," said Lacro. The answer
to that question, in the Hawaiian

consensus, is no.

"My background includes
many races," said Mary Jean.
"How can Iidentify with all of
them?"
Insulated by the multi-racial
atmosphere of the islands, the

Hawaiians have grown up free
of many of the racial overtones
that mark mainland society.

"I SHOULDN'T have to be
told I'm being oppressed," said

Jolena, "Maybe Ishould feel it
—but I
don't."

If you are a senior...

scholarship fund.

CLASSIFIED

Experienced 1.8.M. Donna Rich
Cooper, WE 7-2423.
TYPING, my home. EA 4-8024.
PROFESSIONAL Typist. 1.8.M. Selectrie offers choice of type stylet.
Broadway district. EA 3-3244.
DO YOU NEED A TYPIST7? Low
typing done in my home.
cost
Please call MA 3-7342.

—

TYPING, my home. Pick up on campus. EA 2-1272, mornings.

SPEAKERS, air suspension, 14x23inch walnut cabinet with Pioneer
3-inch tweeter, 6-inch exponential
horn, two 8-inch high compliance
duo-cone woofers, brilliance control. Full warranty. Value well
over $200. Special only $95 pair.
Limited supply. The Studio, 1550
E. Olive Way, EA 9-9484.

STEREO amplifier with AM/FM multiplex 50-watt i.h.f. accoustical
suspension, two way speaker system with 3-inch Pioneer wide dispersion cone tweeters and eightinch high-compliance woofers. 60watt capacity in hand-oiled walnut cabinets. Value over $344.
Special $165. Turntable available.
Limited Supply. The Studio, 1550
E. Olive Way. EA 9-9484.

'61 DODGE Lancer, 6, stick, excellent condition. EA 3-7652.

private

ROOM and/or board in
home. 932 -22nd East. EA 2-4117

the most important
year of your life.
As you contemplate one of the most important decisions
of your life, you will want to remember this: it is not just
"a job" you are seeking— it should be the beginning of
a career. And if it is to be successful, both you and your
employer must need and want each other.
To help you with your decision, we invite you to consider the opportunities at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Currently, our engineers and scientists are exploring the
ever-broadening avenues of energyconversion for every
environment. all opening up new avenues of exploration in every field of aerospace,marine and industrial
power application. The technical staff working on these
programs, backed by Management's determination to
provide the best and most advanced facilities and scientific apparatus, has alreadygiven the Company a firm
foothold in the current land, sea, air and space programs so vital to our country's future.

..

JOIN the Velocipede bicycle club.
10% discount on all parts and

labor. Send stamped, self-address-

ed envelope to Velocipede Bike
Shop, 3101 East Madison, Seattle
98102. EA 5-3292.

CONSIDERING Alaska?

Accurate,

comprehensive brochure about opportunities

in

construction,

oil,

We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate them well. Give them the equipment and facilities
only a leader can provide. Offer them company-paid,
graduate-education opportunities. Encourage them to
push into fields that have not been explored before.
Keep them reaching for a little bit more responsibility
(han
cgn ma
. Rewar(j {hem we|| when (h dQ

~Q «

m=,na

Your degree can be a 8.5., M.S., or Ph.D. in:
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING

""
" ENGINEERING SCIENCE
" ENGINEERING MECHANICS

If your degree is in another field, consult your college
placement officer— or write Mr. Len Black, Engineering
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford,
Connecticut 06108.

fishing and canneries, others. Send

$2.00 cash or money order. JOBS
IN ALASKA, P.O. Box 1565, Anchorage, Alaska, 99501.

LEARN Taekwon Do. Apprentices
Korean Karate. 4217 S.W. Oregon
St. WE 2-8868. I 10 p.m.

-
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Pratt & Whitney Aircraft —0,,,"^—,.
■"■
EAST HARTFORD AND MIDDLETOWN. CONNECTICUT
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